PREP A – Leila R – wonderful recount of our first aid incursion.
PREP B – Bailee K – for her enthusiasm when learning our nursery rhymes. Keep it up.
1/2A - Mia D – fantastic narrative text she wrote during our Big Write session. Well Done!
1/2B – Murray R – approaching all tasks with a positive attitude and always completing work to a high standard.
1/2C - Annabell A – always working hard in class to finish her work. Well Done!
3/A – Tori-Lee T – consistent effort with her school work and her positive attitude to learning.
4/5A – Taimana E – for her wonderful work in maths.
5/6A – Daniel N – confidently using the correct formula to find the volume of different shapes.
MUSIC – Caden K – excellent concentration in music and doing such a wonderful job playing the glockenspiel.

SCIENCE – Lilianna W – passion for recycling and enthusiasm for learning about science.
PRINCIPAL’S AWARD – Lily D – being a fantastic dance leader for the Gummy Bear Flash Dance at assembly.

PREP A – Marli L – demonstrating excellent listening skills and being a conscientious participant in our class
PREP B – Kelsey M – for approaching tasks with increased confidence and enthusiasm.
1/2A – Ella B – consistently working to the best of her ability and being a cheerful member of the class.
1/2B – Matilda H – constantly challenging herself to achieve her writing goals
1/2C - Nathan N – great work in writing his narrative and for always asking when unsure.
4/5A – Jack T – being a considerate, hard working pupil throughout the month.
5/6A – Riley M – confidently explaining maths concepts to the class and helping others.
P.E – Benjamin P – outstanding effort moving quickly and slowing in P.E.

MUSIC – Ella B – showing maturity by conducting half of the grade when we were singing in rounds.